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Abstract
Music-induced brain activity modulations in areas involved in emotion regulation may be

useful in achieving therapeutic outcomes. Clinical applications of music may involve pro-

longed or repeated exposures to music. However, the variability of the observed brain activ-

ity patterns in repeated exposures to music is not well understood. We hypothesized that

multiple exposures to the same music would elicit more consistent activity patterns than ex-

posure to different music. In this study, the temporal and spatial variability of cerebral pre-

frontal hemodynamic response was investigated across multiple exposures to self-selected

musical excerpts in 10 healthy adults. The hemodynamic changes were measured using

prefrontal cortex near infrared spectroscopy and represented by instantaneous phase val-

ues. Based on spatial and temporal characteristics of these observed hemodynamic

changes, we defined a consistency index to represent variability across these domains.

The consistency index across repeated exposures to the same piece of music was com-

pared to the consistency index corresponding to prefrontal activity from randomly matched

non-identical musical excerpts. Consistency indexes were significantly different for identical

versus non-identical musical excerpts when comparing a subset of repetitions. When all

four exposures were compared, no significant difference was observed between the consis-

tency indexes of randomly matched non-identical musical excerpts and the consistency

index corresponding to repetitions of the same musical excerpts. This observation suggests

the existence of only partial consistency between repeated exposures to the same musical

excerpt, which may stem from the role of the prefrontal cortex in regulating other cognitive

and emotional processes.
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Introduction
Music is capable of modulating brain activity in regions involved in emotional processing [1]
(e.g. amygdale, frontal and prefrontal cortex) in addition to brain areas associated with auditory
perception. Using music as a means of improving psycho physiological well-being of individuals
may be a meaningful pursuit based on the e evidence supporting physiological modulations in
response to music [2–3]. To date, music has been used as a clinical intervention in a number of
studies. Soto et al. reported enhanced visual awareness in patients with visual neglect when lis-
tening to self-selected pleasant musical excerpts [4]. In this study, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) analysis demonstrated strong functional coupling between orbitofrontal cortex, involved
in emotional processing, and posterior parietal cortex associated with attention.

Music-induced activity modulations, observed in areas associated with emotional process-
ing (e.g. amygdale, frontal and prefrontal cortex), has motivated the use of music as an inter-
vention for individuals experiencing anxiety or depression symptoms [5–6]. In a randomized
control trial, Chan et al. reported a significant decrease in self-reported depression level due to
exposure to music in older adults [7]. In a study by Vachiramon et al., exposure to music dur-
ing surgery resulted in reduced anxiety levels [8]. Chlan et al. administered patient-directed
music during ventilator support, in a clinical trial involving 373 critically ill patients [9]. The
results of this study indicated a significant decrease in anxiety score levels and a significant re-
duction in the intensity and frequency of sedation in the group exposed to music compared to
the group receiving usual care.

Administration of music as a clinically proven intervention is still in its infancy and more
studies are required in this area [5,7]. One of the important aspects in such studies is the choice
of music. Familiarity of musical stimuli may play an important role in the observed effects.
Van Den Bosch et al. observed significant changes in the arousal level, measured using electro-
dermal response, when participants were exposed to unfamiliar music for the first time com-
pared to a second exposure to the same musical excerpt [10]. In a functional MRI study,
Pereira et al. observed significantly larger activities in the limbic and paralimbic areas, associat-
ed with emotional processing, when exposed to familiar compared to unfamiliar music [11]. In
fact, in many studies, self-selected musical excerpts were used [4,7,8]. In prolonged studies in-
volving music, the use of self-selected songs may require repeated exposure to the same musical
excerpts. While some have evaluated the effect of patient-directed music interventions, the lim-
ited understanding of the mechanisms underlying their therapeutic effects [9] makes it chal-
lenging to design most efficacious exposure regimens. The specific effects of repeated exposure
to the same music are not well-understood. In this study, the effect of repeated exposure to
self-selected musical excerpts was investigated with respect to spatial and temporal hemody-
namic response in the prefrontal cortex. The prefrontal cortex is part of the emotional circuitry
in the brain. In addition, it can be non-invasively monitored using near-infrared spectroscopy.
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) measures oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin con-
centrations ([HbO2] and [Hb]) and is suited for long-term bedside monitoring in adults, chil-
dren, and neonates. These characteristics render NIRS plausible for naturalistic studies of
emotion-related brain activity. Recent findings have confirmed significant associations be-
tween prefrontal hemodynamic response, measured using NIRS, and emotional experience
[12–13]. In a study involving pictures with emotional content, Hoshi et al. reported regional
changes in [HbO2]. Similarly, Tai and Chau were able to differentiate the response to affective
pictures from baseline with an average of 75% accuracy, using prefrontal cortex NIRS [14].

Response to music is a dynamic phenomenon. For example, physiological response during
the introduction to a musical excerpt may differ from what follows as the music unfolds. In ad-
dition to such temporal dynamics, the spatial distribution of the prefrontal hemodynamics is
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also of great interest in characterizing the response to music. Therefore, in the current study,
prefrontal hemodynamic response was compared across multiple exposures to the same self-
selected music, by introducing a measure of spatial and temporal consistency. This measure
was developed by combining regional phase distinction and spatial moments derived from the
regional prefrontal NIRS measurements. Using this measure, the consistency was assessed
across four repetitions of the same musical excerpt, and a subset of these repetitions in 10
healthy adults. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed method has not been previously
used for fNIRS data analysis and is introduced in this article to meet the specific demands of
the research question and investigate if the spatiotemporal characteristics are different across
repetitions of the same song.

Material and Methods

Procedures
Ten healthy adults were recruited (5 female, age: 25 ± 2.7 years) for this study. The Bloorview
Research Institute research ethics board approved of the study and informed written consent
was provided by all participants.

Each experimental block comprised 10 seconds of noise followed by 45 seconds of aural
stimulus and a final 5 seconds of noise, as depicted in Table 1. In each block, the aural stimulus
was either a music excerpt or an emotionally neutral noise recording.

The study was conducted over 4 separate sessions encompassing 36 blocks each (12 noise
blocks, 24 musical excerpts). Data collection sessions were conducted separately, such that they
did not take place on the same day. Fig. 1 summarizes the experimental blocks during one re-
cording session. The blocks used for the current analysis are shaded in grey.

All experiment sessions were conducted in a dimly lit room. The auditory stimuli/cues were
delivered using a headset as the participants sat comfortably in front of a computer screen. The
participants were asked to close their eyes after hearing the onset beep and open them after hear-
ing the offset beep to rate their emotions. After each block, participants were prompted to rate
their emotions in terms of arousal and valence using a nine level self-assessment manikin [15].

Stimuli
The music collection used was composed of two subsets: six self-selected songs specific to each
participant and 72 music pieces identically played for all participants. In addition, individuals
were exposed to randomly distributed blocks with noise as the aural stimuli. The data corre-
sponding to the noise blocks and the 72 common music excerpts were part of another study
and were excluded from the current analysis. Therefore, the current investigation was nested in
a study involving more musical excerpts and noise blocks. The nested blocks of self-selected
musical excerpts were envisioned in the study design and all of the samples corresponding to
the self-selected musical excerpts were included for this study to avoid selection bias. The self-
selected music excerpts were played once per session. Therefore, each participant was exposed
to four repetitions of the same song. Each participant was instructed to select three songs,
which induced intense positive emotions, and three, which induced intense negative emotions,
prior to the study. Hence a total of 60 blocks were included for the analysis.

Table 1. Experimental block sequence.

Onset beep Noise Aural stimulus Noise Offset beep Participant rating

2 sec. 10 sec. 45 sec. 5 sec. 2 sec. N/A

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.t001
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Instrumentation and data preprocessing
An Imagent Functional Brain Imaging System from ISS Inc. (Champaign, IL) was use for
NIRS measurements across nine different regions on the forehead, as shown in Fig. 2. Five
light sources and three photodetectors were secured to the forehead in a configuration such
that each source and its neighbouring detector(s) were 3cm apart. Each source housed two la-
sers, emitting light at 830nm and 690nm to each location simultaneously. Only measurements
obtained from sources and detectors separated by 3cm were considered, resulting in a total of
nine measurement points over the anterior prefrontal cortex. The configuration was placed
such that the midline was aligned with the participant’s nose and the bottom row of sources
and detectors sat just above the person’s eyebrows. Each detector in the bottom row of the
configuration sat approximately over the FP1 and FP2 locations of the 10–20 International
System. The data were sampled at 31.25Hz. A type II third order Tchebichef low pass filter
with a cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz was used to remove high frequency artifacts such as respi-
ration and heart rate [16]. The 830 nm and 630 nm light intensities at each of the nine record-
ing sites were used to calculate [HbO2] and [Hb] by applying the modified Beer–Lambert
law [17]. The [Hb] waveforms were used to correct motion-related noise in the [HbO2], using
the method introduced by Cui et al. [18]. Further analysis was conducted based on the result-
ing [HbO2].

Fig 1. Organization of blocks for each session. 36 blocks were collected during each session. The aural stimulus for 6 of the blocks (marked in grey)
consisted of a unique song selected by the participant. Only the 6 blocks of self-selected songs collected from each session were considered in this analysis.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g001
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Data analysis
The hemodynamic changes were compared across the four repetitions by introducing a spatio-
temporal measure of consistency. The spatial i.e., regional, patterns of [HbO2] were compared
by using instantaneous phase. For each recording region shown in Fig. 2, the instantaneous
phase (e.g. φ(t)) value was determined using Hilbert’s transform [19].

The phase value of each recording site was compared to the neighboring recording locations,
within a 3 cm radius. For example, for the central region O (refer to Fig. 2), L1, L4, R1, and R4

were included for the comparison, and for L3, regions L2 and L4 were included for comparison.
The comparison was conducted by finding the mean squared error between the neighboring re-
gions (within 3 cm radius) and each recording location. Hence, for the previous example corre-
sponding to L3, the mean squared error (MSEL3) was determined as shown in (1).

MSEL3ðtÞ¼
1
2
ðð½HbO2�L3ðtÞ�ð½HbO2�L2ðtÞÞÞ2þð½HbO2�L3ðtÞ�ð½HbO2�L4ðtÞÞÞ2Þ ð1Þ

In this example, distinct hemodynamic changes centralized at region L3, would result in an
increase in theMSEL3(t) value. Therefore,MSEregion(t) was used as a measure of instantaneous
phase distinction for each recording region (i.e., center). To emphasize larger distinctions, the
MSE was exponentially mapped to the phase distinction waveform (PDW) as shown in (2).

PDWregionðtÞ ¼ eMSEregionðtÞð2Þðwhere region : L1; L2; L3; L4;O;R1;R2;R3;R4Þ ð2Þ

Fig 2. Recording layout. The layout of light sources (circles) and detectors (X's). The vertical line denotes anatomical midline. The annotated shaded areas
correspond to recording locations.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g002
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In this manner, nine PDWwaveforms were calculated, for each experiment block. For spatial
comparison of the response, a two-dimensional topographical model was constructed. This to-
pography was determined using a cubic interpolation which estimated 10 equally-spaced pixels
between the measuring locations highlighted in Fig. 2. The resulting topographical representa-
tion was an image consisting of enhanced PDWwaveforms and hence was dynamic (i.e., time
dependent). To compare the temporal dynamics of the resulting images across the four repeti-
tions of the same musical excerpt, the enhanced PDWwaveforms for each image pixel were
used to determine a similarity index shown in (3).

Similarity indexj;kM ¼ < PDWrepetition j
M ðtÞ: PDWrepetition k

M ðtÞ >
kPDWrepetition j

M ðtÞk � kPDWrepetition k
M ðtÞk ð3Þ

In equation (3),<.> denotes the inner product of the two waveforms, and |.| represents their
Frobenius norm. The similarity index is defined for each pixel in the topographical image (rep-
resented by M). The j and k combinations correspond to the repetitions being compared, hence,

there are 6 comparisons possible i.e.,ð 4
2
Þ. Therefore, the similarity indexes formed 6 images, re-

ferred to as similarity topographies. Each of the similarity topographies corresponded to the
comparison of two repetitions of the musical excerpt, and represented the spatial and temporal
similarities of the measured prefrontal hemodynamics among these repetitions. Fig. 3 depicts
the steps involved in determining the similarity topographies.

In order to compare the six similarity topographies, an image moment and the center of mass
was determined. For each similarity topography the center of mass was a weighted average of
the pixel values with the weights equal to the pixel value. This value represented the distribution
of the observed activity across the forehead area. The image moments were determined using
Tchebichef polynomials [20]. This method enables compact image representation and has been
successfully used for spatial characterization of the prefrontal NIRS in previous studies [21–22].
The order of the image moment was 20. This value was determined empirically by observing the
distribution of the moments corresponding to different similarity topographies. Consequently
each similar topography was represented by points corresponding to horizontal and vertical co-
ordinates of the center of mass and the moment value. The distribution of these points in the
three dimensional space represented the consistency between repetitions of the same musical ex-
cerpt. More scattered distributions corresponded to more spatiotemporal variability between
repetitions, while more condensed distributions pointed to more consistency among the differ-
ent repetitions of the musical excerpt. Fig. 4 depicts the steps leading to the three dimensional re-
presentation of the similarity topographies.

Consistency index across all four repetitions
The distribution of the point representation, in the Euclidean space, corresponded to the level
of spatiotemporal consistency. Hence, the mean squared error was determined with respect
to the average point in space. This value was referred to as the consistency index across all
four repetitions.

For each of the self-selected songs, six similarity topographies were available for compari-
son. In order to answer the overarching question of whether repetitions of the same music re-
sulted in similar patterns, a randomly matched set was generated. The generated set was
composed of the hemodynamic responses corresponding to four non-identical music excerpts
randomly selected from the 60 experimental block pool. For example, the first repetition of
song # 1 was matched to the third repetition of song # 3. It is important to note that the ran-
domly matched musical excerpts were not a separate set of excerpts, but they were selected
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from the same pool of self-selected songs except that they were matched between two non-
identical musical excerpts. A total of six randomly matched sets of four were generated for
each participant, which were compared to four repetitions of six self-selected songs from the
experimental block. The randomly matched sets were subjected to the same analysis depicted
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, to identify the center of mass and moments of the similarity topographies
and ultimately the consistency index. The random matching process was repeated 50 times.

Fig 3. Driving the similarity index. The spatio-temporal characteristics of the hemodynamic response, recorded across regions shown in Fig. 2, were
compared across four repetitions of the samemusical excerpt. This figure summarizes the procedures involved in comparing these repetitions for one
musical excerpt. (NIR: near infrared, PDW: phase distinction waveform (see (2))).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g003
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Statistical analysis
The consistency indexes calculated for the randomly matched sets were compared with consis-
tency indexes calculated for the repeated musical excerpts. For this comparison, Friedman sta-
tistic was applied [23]. The six separate songs or randomly matched sets were treated as
repeated observations of the ordinal consistency index variable.

Pair-wise consistency indexes
In the previous phase, the consistency index assessed the consistency between all four repeti-
tions of each musical excerpt, but partial consistency i.e., consistency among a smaller subset
of the repetitions of the same musical excerpt, was not investigated by this index. To investigate
partial consistency, a pair-wise consistency index was defined based on the three dimensional
point representations of similarity topographies, shown in Fig. 5. A total of 360 points were
available across all participants (six songs, six possible comparisons across ten participants).
The pair-wise index of consistency was defined based on the distance between each pair of

points across 64620 possible distances i.e.,ð 360
2

Þ. As shown in Fig. 5b the percent histogram of

these distances illustrated the ratio of points falling at each distance from each other, and the
cumulative sum of this histogram (Fig. 5c) was used to determine the threshold value. The
threshold values were selected so that no more than 10% of the point pairs were within the
threshold distance from each other. Ultimately, the probability of the pairs corresponding to
the same musical excerpt was estimated given that these points were at a distance less than
each threshold value. For example, at a threshold of 3.7 (i.e., 10% cut off shown in Fig. 5c), the
ratio of the points belonging to the same musical excerpt at a distance less than 3.7 was deter-
mined to all points which were at less than 3.7 distance. The probability estimations were made
for a ratio of 1% to 10%, and a step size of 0.5%. For each threshold value, the estimated

Fig 4. Point representation of similarity topographies. For each musical excerpt, the six similarity topographies were represented using points with (x,y,z)
coordinates. The three dimensional distribution of these points are shown for the representative similarity topographies. The distribution of the points in space
corresponded to the consistency of the similarity topographies (i.e. points corresponding to similar topographies are closer in the three dimensional space on
the right). The point coordinates were normalized to facilitate representation, in this figure.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g004
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probabilities (Pðx; y 2 same musical excerpt j jx � yjÞ < threshold) were stored in a vector
which was referred to as P. The P vector represented the ratio of the pair-wise consistency in-
dexes for the same musical excerpt, those distances were at lower than x% (x = 1, 1.5, 2,. . ., 10)
from each other.

It is important to note that the two analysis methods i.e., consistency index and pair-wise
consistency index are proposed to address two different questions. The consistency index
compares all four repetitions and the pair-wise consistency index assesses similarity among a
subset of trials.

The P vector was estimated for all 50 iterations of randomly matched experimental blocks.
For each iteration the P vector for the randomly matched blocks was compared to P vectors
corresponding to the experimental blocks. It is important to note that the four musical excerpts
in the same group were randomly selected non-identical excerpts. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
was carried out to assess the significance of any differences observed (p<0.05).

A list of the songs selected by participants is presented in Table 2. Participants had an aver-
age of 5.5 years of music training.

Results

Spatiotemporal comparison across all six repetitions
The similarity topographies for participant 1 are shown in Fig. 6. The topographies varied
when comparing different repetitions of the same song. For example for song # 2, the topogra-
phies e and f (corresponding to comparisons between 2nd and 4rd repetitions and 3rd and 4th

repetitions) are very similar but differ substantially from b. Such observations showed the

Fig 5. The procedures involved in determining pair-wise consistency indexes. The three dimensional representation of similarity topographies was
used to determine distances between points. The histogram and cumulative sum of these distances was used to determine the pair-wise consistency
index (i.e. P).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g005
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Table 2. Summary of the music excerpts self-selected by individuals.

Music Title Composer/Artist

Iris The Goo Goo Dolls

Tears in heaven Eric Clapton

Requiem “Dies Irae” Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Untitled Sigur Rós

Ain’t no mountain high
enough

Marvin Gaye and Tammi Terrell

Theme from Schindler’s list John Williams, “Schindler’s List” motion picture

Julien Placebo

How to save a life The Frays

Nocturne No. 20 in C sharp
minor

Frédéric Chopin

Virtual insanity Jamiroquai

Little town Chorus Beauty and the beast, Page O’Hara and Richard White, “Beauty and
the beast” motion picture

A world of our own The seekers

Veronica Sawyer smokes Crash Love

Tall trees Matt Mays and El Torpedo

Cello suite no. 1, prelude Johann Sebastian Bach

Hallelujah Jeff Buckley

News bar Charlie Clouser

Un petit peu d’air Felipecha

Grand valse brillante Frédéric Chopin

That’s how you know Amy Adams, “Enchanted” motion picture

He wasn’t man enough for
me

Toni Braxton

Man! I feel like a woman Shania Twain

Mad world Gary Jules

Be our guest Chorus Beauty and the Beast, “Beauty and the Beast”, motion picture

Through and through and
through

Joel Plaskett

So close Jon McLaughlin, “Enchanted” motion picture

Human nature Michael Jackson

Way over yonder in the
minor key

Billy Bragg and Wilco

Every day will be like a
holiday

William Bell, (RZA remix)

Give me Jesus Fernando Ortego

Don’t forget about me Chris Kirby

I like it Julio Iglesias

Love you Free design

Au parc Chiara Mastroianni

Candle in the wind Elton John

Red sun Neil Young

Blower’s daughter Damien Rice

Bookends Simon and Garfunkel

All I do is win DJ Khaled

Hit the road Jack Ray Charles

The musical excerpt is reported only once, when selected by more than one participant.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.t002
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importance of investigating consistency between subsets of the repeated music pieces in addi-
tion to all four repetitions.

The difference between the consistency index corresponding to repeated musical excerpts
and randomly matched sets of non-identical musical excerpts did not reach significance
(p<0.05) for any of the 50 iterations. Therefore, no significant difference was observed in the
spatiotemporal consistency of the identical self-selected songs and the consistency among ex-
posures to non-identical musical excerpts (i.e. randomly matched sets) when comparing all
four repetitions.

Pair-wise consistency
In the second phase, illustrated in Fig. 5, the similarities were investigated between pair-
wise consistency indexes (representing similarity topographies). The resulting P vectors
(Pðx; y 2 same musical group j jjx � yjj < thresholdÞ) were determined and compared for
randomly matched non-identical musical excerpts and identical (repeated) musical excerpts.
In 78% of the 50 randomizations, the pair-wise consistency indexes were significantly (p<0.05)
different for identical musical excerpts compared to non-identical (randomly grouped) musical
excerpts. For pair-wise consistency indexes that were significantly different, identical musical
excerpts resulted in larger consistency indexes. This result suggested that when comparing
smaller subsets, repeated exposure may result in more consistent spatio-temporal patterns.

Fig 6. Similarity topographies. The similarity topographies are shown across the recording locations for the
six songs selected by participant 1. For each song, the six comparisons are shown for various repetitions, in
the same order shown in Fig. 3.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g006
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Ratings of emotion
The distribution of emotional ratings varied across individuals and for various self-selected
musical excerpts. Therefore, the emotions experienced during different exposures to the same
musical excerpt were not similar. The distribution of the reported ratings of arousal and va-
lence are depicted in boxplots shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.

Discussion
The current results were obtained using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) which is suited for
prolonged monitoring of prefrontal cortex hemodynamics in naturalistic studies. NIRS is non-
invasive, relatively inexpensive, and portable. Therefore, NIRS, which is frequently used in clin-
ical settings for monitoring neonates, children and adults, may be useful in investigating the
effect of music as a clinical intervention for these populations. In prolonged studies involving
music, repeated exposure to the same musical excerpts may be required. For designing such
studies, it is necessary to understand the variability in the prefrontal cortex hemodynamics
during repeated exposure to the same musical excerpt, particularly due to the potential influ-
ence of music familiarity [10–11]. To measure spatial and temporal hemodynamic variability
in this investigation, a consistency index was introduced. No significant differences were identi-
fied in the hemodynamic response variability (measured using consistency indexes) during 4
repetitions of the same musical excerpts, compared to hemodynamic response variability dur-
ing different musical excerpts. However, the hemodynamic response variability (measured
using consistency indexes) were significantly different for identical versus non-identical musical
excerpts when comparing a subset of repetitions. Therefore, the current results suggest only
partial consistency in the observed prefrontal hemodynamic response.

Fig 7. Arousal ratings. The boxplots depict the distribution of arousal ratings (1: least intense, 9: most intense) across four repetitions. For each participant,
six songs and hence six boxes are shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g007
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When comparing all four repetitions, the similarity indexes were not significantly different
from randomly matched non-identical musical excerpts. However, there was a significant dif-
ference between the pair-wise similarity indexes in identical versus randomly-matched non-
identical pairs of musical excerpts. This observation indicates that although all repetitions did
not result in similar hemodynamic activity patterns, similarities were observed among subsets
of these repetitions which were significantly different from randomly matched non-identical
musical excerpts.

Previous studies have identified networks specialized for perceiving specific music charac-
teristics [24–25]. These findings suggest that repeated exposure to the same song, with the
same characteristics, may induce similar activity patterns in music perception networks which
include areas in the auditory perception regions. These networks may also extend to the pre-
frontal cortex area. For example, using auditory stimuli designed to only vary in harmonic dis-
sonance and unpleasantness, Blood et al. found a significant relationship between subjective
ratings of dissonance and orbitofrontal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex activation [26].
These observations support the involvement of prefrontal cortex in the perception of musical
characteristics. Therefore, the prefrontal cortex area may show activity modulations in re-
sponse to dynamic musical characteristics. Janata et al. showed that the rostromedial prefrontal
cortex responded to music consonance and more generally to the tonal space [27]. This study
involved active listening and identifying musical characteristics in an identical melody modu-
lated in different keys. An important finding of Janata et al. was the dynamic allocation and
variability of the recruited brain areas in different exposures [27]. The variability observed in
different exposures to the same musical excerpt in the current study, corroborates the findings
of Janata et al. [27]. Such variations among repetitions may be attributed to the cognitive and

Fig 8. Valence ratings. The boxplots depict the distribution of valence ratings (1: most negative, 9: most positive) across four repetitions. For each
participant, six songs and six boxes are illustrated. The self-selected songs represented here are arranged so that the emotional contents are alternating
between positive and negative such that the first song is a self-selected piece for inducing positive emotions, the second is a piece inducing negative
emotions, and the rest follow similarly.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122148.g008
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affective mediation that engages the prefrontal cortex area and may vary across different expo-
sures to the same music. In fact, recordings from the prefrontal cortex may tap into three
major networks in the brain, salience, central executive and default networks [28]. In addition,
medial/lateral prefrontal cortex activity may be influenced by intrinsic cortical hubs [29]. This
diversity in the activities engaging the prefrontal cortex may explain the variability in the ob-
served hemodynamic patterns.

Repeated exposures to the same musical excerpt, which shared identical musical characteris-
tics, resulted in different activity patterns in many cases (for an example see Fig. 6). Therefore,
music perception was not solely responsible for the activities observed in the measured pre-
frontal hemodynamics response. Prefrontal hemodynamic activity modulations have previous-
ly been observed in response to music with emotional content. In a positron emission
tomography study, Blood & Zatorre identified significant changes in the prefrontal cortex he-
modynamic response in response to music inducing intense emotional response [30]. The vari-
ability observed in the emotional ratings, reported in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, confirms variations in
affective experience in response to the same music, during different exposures to the same
song. Variations in the affective response may have influenced the variability in the prefrontal
hemodynamic response observed in the current study. To investigate the role of the emotional
response in the variability in prefrontal activities observed, future studies should include dy-
namic emotional rating paradigms. Concurrent emotional rating of music has previously been
implemented [31]. However, to the best of our knowledge, brain hemodynamics have not yet
been investigated in such studies. Concurrent and dynamic emotional and hemodynamic mon-
itoring may further elucidate the relationship between emotional experience, music, and
brain activity.

Recent findings have indicated the possibility of using music as an intervention in clinical
settings [9]. Such applications of music may involve repeated exposure to the same piece of
music. We embarked on the current investigation to identify whether the physiological changes
represented by prefrontal NIRS were similar during different exposures to identical musical ex-
cerpts. The results indicated that prefrontal hemodynamics may show similar activity patterns
in a subset of the music repetitions, but not in all four repetitions. This observation suggests
that when using many repetitions of the same musical excerpt, the prefrontal hemodynamic
patterns should not be expected reproducible. Therefore, unlike other clinical interventions
such as using a drug to influence a receptor, the results may not be similar in different expo-
sures. Consequently, the analysis methods used in such studies need to be adjusted for the ex-
pected variability in response.

Incorporating individual preferences in choosing the studied musical excerpts may be an
important factor to consider when using music as a clinical intervention. A recent study by
Jiang et al showed a significant reduction in stress among subjects listening to preferred music
compared to those who listened to non-preferred music [32]. Based on a number of other stud-
ies involving music in clinical settings [9, 33], self-selected musical excerpts were used in this
study to accommodate personal preferences. The use of such self-selected musical excerpts,
however, introduces variability in musical characteristics, and previous studies have indicated
that changes in musical characteristics can change the induced brain activity. For example,
using positron emission topography (PET), Blood et al. identified an association between orbi-
tofrontal and frontal polar cortex and decreased musical dissonance [26]. Music with major
mode resulted in significant activations in the left medial and superior frontal gyri in an fMRI
study conducted by Khalfa et al. [34]. Similar studies have further corroborated the effect of
music characteristics on the observed prefrontal hemodynamic response [35–36]. The presence
of lyrics is another factor which can influence the observed brain activity. Brattico et al. used
fMRI to compare the response to music with and without lyrics and observed significant
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differences including an increase in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity in response
to music with lyrics compared to instrumental musical excerpts [37]. These findings, call for
music characteristic control in music cognition studies. It is not clear whether the variability in
music features and genres in the current study has played a role in the observed results. There-
fore, music characteristic and genre control is recommended for future studies in order to un-
derstand their role in the observed behavioral and functional response.

The sample size is a limitation in this study and may decrease the power to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference in favor of the alternative of finding some difference between repe-
titions of the same musical excerpts. Using the proposed analysis method, future investigations
involving more subjects are needed to further evaluate the current results.

Previous studies have shown differences between the observed brain activity in musicians
and non-musicians. Such differences may be attributed to variations in music perception due
to musical training. Koelsch et al used early right anterior negativity (ERAN) as a marker of
musical syntax processing and found increased ERAN amplitude in musicians compared to
non-musicians [38]. In another EEG study, Bhattacharya identified a significant increase in the
inter-dependencies (a marker of functional relationship) over multiple cortical areas in musi-
cians compared to non-musicians [39]. Subjects participating in the current study varied with
respect to their musical training (mean: 5.5 years), but the effect of musical expertise on the ob-
served brain activity variations cannot be investigated due to the small sample size. To address
the effect of musical training, future studies are required in which musical expertise is con-
trolled among subjects.

Functional NIRS (fNIRS) experiments with our prefrontal set- up does not provide neuro-
anatomical resolution specificity of brain fMRI, however, it could allow for recordings that
could be extended for hours and many days (and exploring eventually prolonged awake and
sleep periods). The light sources and detectors were held in place using a custom-made non-
elastic headset which was centered at midline and above the eyebrows in each trial to ensure
consistency. However, no information was acquired regarding the underlying neuroanatomical
structures. Due to this limitation, we refrained from making any conclusions based on the un-
derlying anatomical structures. Future investigations should consider using a structural imag-
ing modality such as MRI in combination with NIRS to determine the exact neuroanatomical
distribution of the observed hemodynamic changes.

Conclusions
In this study, prefrontal hemodynamic response during repeated exposure to identical musical
excerpts was investigated using NIRS technology. For this purpose, a spatiotemporal measure
of consistency was introduced. The consistency among four repeated exposures to the same
musical excerpt was not significantly different from consistency among non-identical random-
ly matched musical excerpts, while pair-wise comparisons revealed consistencies which were
significantly different from non-identical musical excerpts.

These results highlight the importance of emotional and cognitive processes that may en-
gage prefrontal cortex during different occasions of exposure to identical musical excerpts. Fi-
nally, future studies involving dynamic emotional monitoring in addition to prefrontal
hemodynamic recording are warranted.
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